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"I wish I could give this more than 5 stars! Lara Adrian not only dips her toe into this genre with flare, she will take it
over... I have found my new addiction, this series." --The Sub Club

"Adrian simply does billionaires better." --Under the Covers 

Dominic Baine can have anyone, but the only woman he wants is her.Dominic Baine can have anyone, but the only woman he wants is her.

Struggling artist Avery Ross is barely scraping by. Bartending at a trendy New York City restaurant for an

overbearing boss and two weeks away from losing her apartment to a condo developer, she's desperate for a break. So

when she's offered a temporary housesitting job, she takes it.

Living at one of the poshest addresses in Manhattan is like entering a new world--one that catapults her into the

orbit of billionaire Dominic Baine, the darkly handsome, arrogantly alpha resident of the building's penthouse.

What begins as a powerful attraction soon explodes into a white-hot passion neither can deny.

Yet as scorching as their need for each other is, Avery doesn't expect Nick's interest in her to last. Nor does she dare to

dream that the desire she feels for this scarred, emotionally remote man could deepen into something real. For

Avery has secrets of her own--and a past that could destroy her . . . and shatter everything she and Nick share.

FOR 100 DAYS is the first novel in a passionate new contemporary romance trilogy from New York Times and #1

international bestselling author Lara Adrian. Look for the next book FOR 100 NIGHTS releasing December 30,
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